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Collaborative consumption: Hype or Promise?  

Prof.	  Dr.	  Klaus	  Jonas 	   	  k.jonas@psychologie.uzh.ch 	  	  	  Sozial-‐	  und	  Wirtscha?spsychologie	  UZH 	  	  
Dr.	  Jürg	  Artho 	   	  juerg.artho@uzh.ch 	   	  	  	  Sozialforschungsstelle	  UZH	  
Lic.	  phil.	  Friedel	  Bachmann	   	  friedel.bachmann@uzh.ch 	  	  	  Sozialforschungsstelle	  UZH	  

•  “Collaborative consumption” or simply “Sharing” has received considerable attention as a promising, resource-saving 

economic arrangement for individuals. 

•  For this project, collaborative consumption is defined as the collective and parallel use of a material or immaterial 

resource. It includes examples such as Airbnb, Sharoo, Velospot, Couchsurfing, Repair Café etc. 

•  This research project aims to analyze the energy-saving potential of collaborative consumption, examine the 

involved drivers and obstacles and identify practical measures for promoting it. 

Prof.	  Dr.	  Ueli	  Haefeli 	   	  haefeli@interface-‐poliJkstudien.ch 	  	  	  Interface	  PoliJkstudien 	  	  
Lic.	  phil.	  nat.	  Daniel	  MaM 	  maM@interface-‐poliJkstudien.ch 	  	  	  Interface	  PoliJkstudien	  
MA	  Anina	  Hanimann 	   	  hanimann@interface-‐poliJkstudien.ch	  Interface	  PoliJkstudien	  
	  

Practitioners 
BLS AG 
Mobility 
sharoo; m-way AG 
Mojaconsult 
treeze GmbH 

Administration 
Stadt Zürich 
BAFU 

Research 
Econcept 
GDI 
FHNW 
EMPA 

- Literature analysis 
- Define selection criteria  
- Rate criteria & choose example products 

Objectives Methods 

Supply 
- Literature analysis, interviews with experts 
- Postulation of a qualitative impact model 
Demand 
- Literature analysis, expert brainstorming 
- Define model and test it empirically 

Supply 
- Literature analysis 
- Special attention to unusual, innovative ideas 
- World café Workshop 
Demand 
- Focus groups to identify variables to be 
manipulated 
- Laboratory experiments to test chosen measure 

- Calculate the energy saving potential 
- Synthesis of findings 

Determine product categories 

Derive energy saving potential of 
collaborative consumption 

Supply 

Analyze measures to influence drivers 
and obstacles 

Demand 

Determine drivers and obstacles 

Supply Demand 

In what product category are energy 
savings the most plausible? 

What are the driving factors to 
supply or use a sharing offer and 
what prevents one from supplying or 
using it? 

What measures can promote the 
identified drivers and reduce or 
eliminate the obstacles? 

What is the overall energy-saving 
potential of collaborative 
consumption? 

Research questions 

Project 

•  Establish new knowledge about a fairly new form of consumption, 

i.e. collaborative consumption regarding energy-saving potential. 

•  Evaluate new or existing measures to promote this form of 

consumption – on the supply and the demand side. 

•  Support people from the world of practice at implementing these 

new findings. 

•  Advise policy makers how to strengthen energy-saving forms of 

collaborative consumption. 


